Great Science Conclusion Creator

Support your pupils in developing conclusions from their scientific enquiries using the Great Science Conclusion Creator and Focus Frames.

**Focus Frames**

**Question Focus Frame**
Place over the scientific questions to encourage children to talk about what they’ve found out.

**Evidence Focus Frame**
Place over the evidence e.g. chart, table etc. to encourage children to talk about how it helps to answer their question.

**Sentence 1**
What is your answer to your scientific question?
- I have found out that...
- I have discovered that...
- I think that...
- The answer to my question is...

**Sentence 2**
Reason
Why does your evidence make you think this?
- I think this because I observed...
- My measurements show this because...
- My Venn diagram shows this because...
- My tally chart shows this because...
- My Carroll diagram shows this because...
- My pictogram shows this because...
- My block diagram shows this because...

**Sentence 3**
Reason
What other reason does your evidence make you think this?
- I think this because I observed...
- My measurements show this because...
- My Venn diagram shows this because...
- My tally chart shows this because...
- My Carroll diagram shows this because...
- My pictogram shows this because...
- My block diagram shows this because...

Encourage children to form their conclusions using the Conclusion Creator.
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Put the focus frame over the scientific question you are trying to answer.
Put the Focus Frame over the evidence that will help you answer the question.

Remember...

Think it
- Photographs
- Tally chart
- Carroll diagrams
- Block diagrams

Say it

Write it

Scientific drawings

Results table

Venn diagram

Pictogram
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Sentence 1
What is your answer to your scientific question?

I have found out that...
I have discovered that...
I think that...
The answer to my question is...

Remember...
Think it
Say it
Write it

Sentence 2
Reason

Why does your evidence make you think this?

I think this because I observed...
My measurements show this because...
My Venn diagram shows this because...
My tally chart shows this because...
My Carroll diagram shows this because...
My pictogram shows this because...
My block diagram shows this because...

Sentence 3
Reason

What other reason does your evidence make you think this?

I think this because I observed...
My measurements show this because...
My Venn diagram shows this because...
My tally chart shows this because...
My Carroll diagram shows this because...
My pictogram shows this because...
My block diagram shows this because...
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